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Brian and the TV Training team have worked with the likes of Tesco, Microsoft, members of
the Dragons Den UK, BBC, ITV & more for over 10 years & is an expert in media, television
& professional presentation coaching.
Thank you for booking your course with us. Here we provide a short outline of how to find
us, what to wear and what to expect.
PREPARATION
On the first day you will be asked to do a simple 1 minute introduction to yourself to the
camera. This should be a; who, what, why and where type of piece about yourself. For
example, who are you (name, where you are from), what you do normally in the day, why
you have come on the course. You can finish the piece off by describing something that you
are interested in, this can be an unusual hobby or pastime.
Before the course, have a think about what you will say, we will chat about it on the day.
You do not have to write a long script, this is a short introduction and should not last over 1
minute. Please bring a pen and notepad with you.
HOW & WHERE TO FIND US
The TV Training Brisbane Studio 12 is located in Newstead Commercial Village, 76 Doggett
Street, Newstead, 4006, Brisbane
On Street Parking is available at various locations throughout Newstead and Gasworks
precinct as well as weekend and evenings within the Newstead Commercial Village.
A map of the Area and the location of TV Training at Studio 12 can also be found HERE.
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Following initial introductions your course curriculum shall be outlined. During the
day/evening,
you
will781
learn
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739the basics of TV Presenting, including the mental approach to
presenting
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auto
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WHAT TO WEAR
In some instances, we shall be filming 3 to 4 pieces to camera on the day so please bring 3x
professional/smart changes of clothes (EG it could be a blouse, suit shirt (with or without
tie), jacket & casual shirt). This is so that you do not look the same in each of the 3 filming
pieces. This is not necessary for the Taster Evening Workshop.
As we use the Green Screen, Please DO NOT wear green, as it will disappear using the
green screen technology. Also please try and avoid Stripes or Patterns as these cause noise
(clash) with the technology while filming.
REFRESHMENTS
There is many cafés and restaurants in the area to get lunch and coffee while you are at the
studio but we also have a small kitchen facility and fridge to bring your own lunch.
We look forward to seeing you and hope that you have a fun day. If you have any problems
on the day getting to the Studio, please call us on 1300 781 739.
Please note that we have a 48 hours’ notice cancellation policy and so if you give less than
48 hours’ notice you cannot be re-booked on a course.
We look forward to seeing you on the day.

